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“Mr. Williams takes the time to tailor the
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graduate of the University of Chicago and
University, and a current faculty
PO Rutgers
member at the City Colleges of Chicago, he has
successfully inspired countless inner-city
students to pursue higher education. He is the
host of WYCC-PBS television’s The Professors
weekly talk show and has served as an expert
guest providing political commentary for a
variety of local and national outlets. Williams
was a recent candidate for the Chicago City
Council and has appeared in commercials and
training videos for companies including

With appearances on...

McDonald’s, Empire Carpet, Six Flags, Federal
Express, Kraft, and Accenture. He is the author
of the book The Way Out: Christianity, Politics,



and the Future of the African American
Community. Ted is an expert at reaching
audiences with a dynamic message of civic
engagement, personal transformation and
hope.
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